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Abstract
The Prize-Collecting Steiner Tree (PCST) problem is a generalization of the Steiner Tree problem that
has applications in network design, content distribution networks, and many more. There are a few cen-
tralized approximation algorithms [13, 25, 30, 6] for solving the PCST problem. However no distributed
algorithm is known that solves PCST with a guaranteed approximation factor. In this work we present
an asynchronous distributed (2− 1
n−1
)-approximation algorithm that constructs a PCST for a given con-
nected undirected graph with non-negative edge weights and a non-negative prize value for each node.
Our algorithm is an adaptation of the centralized algorithm proposed by Goemans and Williamson [25] to
the distributed setting, and is based on the primal-dual method. The message complexity of the algorithm
with input graph having node set V and edge set E is O(|V ||E|). Initially each node knows only its own
prize value and the weight of each incident edge. The algorithm is spontaneously initiated at a special
node called the root node and when it terminates each node knows whether it is in the PCST or not. To the
best of our knowledge this is the first distributed constant approximation algorithm for PCST.
Keywords: Steiner Tree, Prize-Collecting Steiner Tree, Distributed Approximation, Primal-Dual.
1 Introduction
TheMinimum Spanning Tree (MST) problem is a fundamental problem in graph theory and network design.
Given a connected graph G = (V,E) and a weight function w : E → R+, the goal of the MST problem
is to find a subgraph G′ = (V,E′) of G connecting all vertices of V such that
∑
e∈E′ we is minimized.
There are many centralized [35, 40] and distributed algorithms [23, 21] for MST construction. Steiner Tree
(ST) problem is a generalization of the MST problem. The definition of ST is as follows: given a connected
graph G = (V,E) and a weight function w : E → R+, and a set of vertices Z ⊆ V , known as the set
of terminals, the goal of the ST problem is to find a subgraph G′ = (V ′, E′) of G such that
∑
e∈E′ we is
minimized subject to the condition that Z ⊆ V ′ ⊆ V .
Both MST and ST problems have many applications in VLSI layout design [39], communication net-
works [20], transportation networks [37] etc. It is known that the MST problem can be solved in polynomial
time, however the ST problem is NP-hard [31]. Therefore many polynomial time approximation algorithms
have been proposed for the ST problem [3, 12, 42, 38, 43] with various approximation ratios and com-
plexities. Byrka et al. [14] proposed a polynomial time approximation algorithm for the ST problem for a
general graph which has the best known approximation factor of ln 4 + ǫ ≈ 1.386 + ǫ, for ǫ > 0. It is a
centralized algorithm that uses the technique of iterative randomized rounding of LPs. It is also known that
the ST problem for general graphs cannot be solved in polynomial time with an approximation factor ≤ 9695
[18]. There are many variations of the ST problem such as Directed Steiner Tree [49, 1, 17, 47], Metric
Steiner Tree [44, 38], Euclidean Steiner Tree [7], Rectilinear Steiner Tree [26, 29, 3, 12, 38], Steiner Forest
[2, 36, 25, 48] and so on. Hauptman and Karpinaski [28] provide a website with continuously updated state
of the art results for many variants of the problem. Out of the many variants, we focus on a generalization
of the ST problem called “Prize-Collecting Steiner Tree problem”.
Definition 1.1 (Prize-Collecting Steiner Tree (PCST) problem) Given a connected weighted graph G =
(V,E, p, w) where V is the set of vertices,E is the set of edges, p : V → R+ is a non-negative prize function
and w : E → R+ is a non-negative weight function, the goal is to find a tree T = (V ′, E′) where V ′ ⊆ V
and E′ ⊆ E that minimizes the following function:
GW (T ) =
∑
e∈E′
we +
∑
v/∈V ′
pv
A feasible solution to the PCST problem has two parts namely Steiner and Penalty. A node is in the
Steiner part if it is covered by T , otherwise it belongs to the Penalty part. This problem has applications
in situations where various demand points (nodes) need to form a structure with minimum total connection
cost. Each demand point has some non-negative prize associated with it. If some of the demand points are
too expensive to connect then it might be better not to include them in the structure and instead lose their
prize—or, equivalently, pay a penalty, equal or proportional to their prize value. The goal is to minimize the
overall cost, considered as the sum of connection costs plus lost prizes. Note that the Steiner Tree problem
is in fact a special case of PCST, where we set the prize of terminals to∞ and the prize of all other nodes to
0; therefore the PCST problem is NP-hard.
Motivation. The PCST problem has many practical applications in network design (e.g. rail-road networks,
optical fibre networks), content distribution networks (video on demand, streaming multicast) etc. For ex-
ample, suppose a company wants to build an optical fibre network to provide broadband internet service
to various customers. Here the graph might correspond to a street map, since optical fibre is typically laid
along the streets. In this case street segments can be considered as the set of edges, and street intersections
and street endpoints as the set of vertices (aka potential customer locations). The cost of the edges are the
installation costs of the cables. The prize associated with the vertex representing a customer is an estimate
of revenue obtained by connecting the customer to the network. Vertices corresponding to the intersections
other than the customers have zero prize. An optimal design of this network needs to take care of two ob-
jectives, (i) connect to a set of customers that maximizes the profit and (ii) connection cost is minimum. To
achieve this, some customers may be excluded from the structure as they may incur more connection cost.
For such customers, the company pays a penalty which is proportional to the prize of the node. Therefore,
the overall goal is to decide a subset of customers that should be connected so that the sum of the connection
cost and the total penalty (for not connecting some customers) is minimized. This situation can be mod-
elled as the PCST problem. Note that PCST equivalently captures the case where prizes are payments by
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customers and the objective is to maximize the company’s net profit (payments minus connection cost). Sim-
ilarly many other practical problems in protein-protein interaction network [19], leakage detection system
[41] etc. can be modelled as cases of the PCST problem.
Problems such as Minimum Spanning Tree [23, 21], Steiner Tree [24, 34, 11, 16], Steiner Forest [32, 36]
etc. have been widely studied in the distributed setting. However, such a study has not been done so far for
PCST (the only attempt seems to be a manuscript [45]), despite the potential applicability of the problem.
In particular, distributed algorithms for PCST would be necessary for solving the problem in distributed ad
hoc networks, where nodes may have very limited knowledge of the network.
Our contribution. In this work we propose a deterministic distributed algorithm for constructing a PCST for
a given graph with the set of vertices with their prizes and the set of edges with their weights. Our algorithm
is an adaptation of the centralized algorithm proposed by Goemans and Williamson (GW-algorithm) [25]
to distributed setting. In distributed setting each node is a computing entity and can communicate with its
neighbors only. Each node locally decides whether it belongs to the Steiner part or to the Penalty part. The
distributed algorithm, we propose, uses primal-dual technique to construct a PCST with an approximation
factor of (2 − 1n−1 ) (where n = |V |) which is same as that of the Goemans and Williamson’s algorithm
[25]. Also it incurs O(|E||V |) message and time complexity. Moreover, the worst case time complexity
can be fine tuned to O(D|E|) where D is the diameter of the network. Our algorithm uses a novel idea of
preserving dual constraints in a distributed way in order to achieve the desired approximation factor. We
believe that this technique can prove useful in other tree problems which can be solved using primal-dual
method. The main challenge here is to satisfy the dual constraints using local information instead of global
information. To this end we use a careful merging and deactivation of connected components so that each
component always satisfy its dual constraints.
One can design a naive distributed algorithm for the PCST problem by ‘black-box’ use of the GW-
algorithm (see Subsubsection 5.2.1, also [45]). Compared to such a naive algorithm D-PCST has slightly
larger worst-case complexity, O(|V ||E|) vs. O(|V |2 log |V |). However, the time complexity of the naive
distributed algorithm is dictated by the complexity of GW-algorithm, hence it holds irrespective of whether
the input graph is sparse or dense. On the other hand, for sparse graphs (|E| = O(|V |)) our algorithm
requires O(|V |2) time in the worst case (and even better for small diameter sparse graphs) which is a clear
improvement compared to the naive approach. Moreover our algorithm, being genuinely distributed, can be
adapted to the dynamic setting (node or link additions or deletions) with very low incremental complexity
while the naive algorithm would have to run from scratch. Finally, we expect that our techniques can find
further applications in obtaining distributed versions of primal-dual based algorithms for tree problems in
graphs.
Paper organization. Section 2 contains the works related to the PCST problem. In section 3, we introduce
the formulation of the PCST problem using integer programming (IP) and linear programming (LP). High
level description of our distributed PCST (D-PCST) algorithm as well as an illustrating example are given
in Section 4. The detailed proof of correctness of our distributed PCST algorithm is given in section 5.
Section 6 contains brief discussion and open questions. The description of the centralized PCST algorithm
proposed by Goemans and Williamson [25] and the pseudo-code of D-PCST are provided in the appendix.
2 Related Work
The first centralized approximation algorithm for PCST was given by Bienstock et al. [13] in 1993, although
a related problem named prize collecting travelling salesman problem (PCTSP) was introduced earlier by
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Balas [9]. Bienstock et al. achieved an approximation factor of 3 by using linear programming (LP) re-
laxation technique. Two years later, based on the work of Agrawal, Klein and Ravi [2], Goemans and
Williamson [25] proposed a primal-dual algorithm using the LP relaxation which runs in O(n2 logn) time.
The algorithm proposed by Goemans andWilliamson consists of two phases namely growth phase and prun-
ing phase and yields a solution of approximation factor (2 − 1n−1 ) of the optimal. This algorithm is often
denoted as GW-algorithm.
Johnson et al. [30] proposed an improved version of the GW-algorithm maintaining the same approxi-
mation factor (2 − 1n−1 ) as of the GW-algorithm. The improvement is achieved by enhancing the pruning
phase of GW-algorithm which is termed as strong pruning. Johnson et al. also presented a review of differ-
ent PCST related problems. They modified the growth phase of the GW-algorithm so that it works without
a root node.
However, the result of Johnson et al. [30] was shown to be incorrect by Feofiloff, Fernandes, Ferreira,
and De Pina [22]. They proved it by a counter example where the algorithm proposed by Johnson et al.
returns an approximation factor of 2 instead of (2 − 1n−1 ). They introduced a new algorithm for the PCST
problem based on the GW-algorithm having a different LP formulation. They achieved a solution of (2− 2n )
approximation factor for the unrooted version of the PCST whose running time is O(n2 logn). Archer
et al. [6] provided a (2 − ǫ)-approximation (ǫ > 0) algorithm for the PCST problem. Specifically the
approximation ratio of this algorithm for PCST is below 1.9672. They achieved this by using the improved
Steiner Tree algorithm of Byrka et al. [14] as a black box in their algorithm.
The “quota” version of the PCST problem was studied by Haouari et al. [27] in which the goal is to
find a subtree that includes the root node and has a total prize not smaller than the specified quota, while
minimizing the cost of the PCST. A polynomial time algorithm for PCST was given by Miranda et al. [4] for
a special network called 2-treewhere prizes (node weights) and edge weights belong to a given interval. This
result is based on the work of Wald and Colbourn [46] who proved that Steiner Tree problem is polynomial
time solvable on 2-tree. An algorithm for Robust Prize-Collecting Steiner Tree problem was proposed by
Miranda et al. [5]. There are other approaches to solve the PCST problem. Canuto et al. [15] gave a
multi-start local search based algorithm for the PCST problem. Klau et al. [33] provided an evolutionary
algorithm for the PCST problem. All of these are centralized algorithms for the PCST problem.
The MST and ST problems have been extensively studied in both centralized and distributed setting.
Galleger, Humblet, and Spira [23] presented the first distributed algorithm for MST problem with message
complexity O(|E| + |V | log |V |) and time complexity O(|V | log |V |). Later Faloutsos et al. [21] presented
a distributed algorithm for MST with message and time complexity O(|E| + |V | log |V |) and O(|V |) re-
spectively. Similarly, in the recent years, many distributed algorithms have been proposed for ST and related
problems [24, 34, 11, 16, 32, 36]. The first heuristic based distributed algorithm for the ST problem in an
asynchronous network was proposed by Chen et al. [24] with the approximation ratio 2(1− 1l ) of the optimal,
where l is the number of leaves in the optimal ST. It has message complexityO(|E|+ |V |(|V \Z|+log |V |))
and time complexity O(|V |(|V \ Z|)) where Z is the set of terminal nodes. Chalermsook et al. [16] pre-
sented a 2-approximation distributed algorithm for the ST problem with time complexity O(|V | log |V |)
on synchronous networks. Similarly, there exist distributed algorithms for other variants of the ST prob-
lems. The first distributed algorithm for Steiner Forest (SF) problem with approximation factor O(log |V |)
was presented by Khan et al. [32]. Recently Lenzen et al. [36] proposed a distributed algorithm for con-
structing a SF in congest model with an approximation factor of (2 + ǫ) for ǫ > 0 and time complexity
of O(sk +
√
min(st, n)) where s is the shortest path diameter, t is the number of terminals, and k is the
number of terminal components in the input.
To the best of our knowledge our algorithm is the first distributed algorithm for PCST with a constant
approximation ratio. Regarding distributed PCST we were able to find only one manuscript in the literature,
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by Rossetti [45], where two algorithms were proposed: The first one is based on MST heuristic and fails
to guarantee any constant approximation ratio. The second is a straightforward implementation where GW-
algorithm is used as a ‘black-box’ (similar to the naive approach discussed in Subsubsection 5.2.1); as
mentioned in [45] that algorithm is in essence centralized and of very limited practical value.
3 Model and problem formulation
We model the distributed PCST problem on a connected network as a graph G = (V,E, p, w), where
vertex set V and edge set E represent the set of nodes and the set of communication links of the network
respectively. Each edge e ∈ E has a non-negative cost denoted by we. Each vertex v ∈ V has an unique
identification number and a non-negative prize value denoted by pv. We assume that each node in the
network knows its own prize value and cost of each of its incident links. Each node performs the same local
algorithm and communicates and coordinates their actions with their neighbors by passing messages only.
We consider that communication links are reliable and messages are delivered in FIFO order. A message
sent by a sender is eventually received by a receiver. However no upper bound of message delay is assumed.
A special node of the network designated as root (r) initiates the algorithm. In this work we assume that
nodes and links do not fail.
The PCST problem can be formulated as the following integer program (IP).
Min
∑
e∈E
wexe +
∑
U⊂V ;r/∈U
zU
(∑
v∈U
pv
)
Subject to :
x(δ(S)) +
∑
U⊇S
zU ≥ 1 S ⊂ V ; r /∈ S
∑
U⊂V ;r/∈U
zU ≤ 1
xe ∈ {0, 1} e ∈ E
zU ∈ {0, 1} U ⊂ V ; r /∈ U
For each edge e ∈ E there is a variable xe that takes a value in {0, 1}. Here δ(S) denotes the set of edges
having exactly one endpoint in S and x(δ(S)) =
∑
e∈δ(S) xe. For every possible U ⊂ V : r /∈ U , there
is a variable zU that takes values from {0, 1}. A tree T = (V
′, E′) rooted at the root node r corresponds
to the following integral solution of the IP: xe = 1 for each e ∈ E
′, zV \V ′ = 1 and all other variables are
zero. The first integral constraint says that a subset of nodes S ⊂ V (r /∈ S) is connected to T if there exists
at least one e ∈ δ(S) such that xe = 1 or it is not connected to T if S ⊆ U ⊂ V (r /∈ U ), xe = 0 for all
e ∈ δ(S) and zU = 1. The second integral constraint of the IP implies that there can be at most one such
U ⊂ V such that r /∈ U for which zU = 1. Note that we can set pr =∞ since every feasible tree is required
to include the root node r.
Since finding the exact solution of an IP is NP-hard and LP (linear programming) is polynomial time
solvable, therefore we generally go for its LP-relaxation and find an approximate solution for the problem.
Note that dropping of the constraint
∑
U⊂V ;r/∈U zU ≤ 1 from LP-relaxation does not affect the optimal
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solution, therefore we exclude it from the LP-relaxation. The corresponding LP-relaxation is as follows:
Min
∑
e∈E
wexe +
∑
U⊆V ;r/∈U
zU
(∑
v∈U
pv
)
Subject to : ∑
e∈δ(S)
xe +
∑
U⊇S
zU ≥ 1 S ⊂ V ; r /∈ S
xe ≥ 0 e ∈ E
zU ≥ 0 U ⊂ V ; r /∈ U
The above LP-relaxation has two types of basic variables namely xe and zU and exponential number
of constraints. If it is converted into its dual then there will be one type of basic variables and two types
of constraints. Also by weak LP-duality every feasible solution to the dual LP gives a lower bound on the
optimal value of the primal LP. The dual of the above LP-relaxation is as follows:
Max
∑
S⊆V−{r}
yS
Subject to : ∑
S:e∈δ(S)
yS ≤ we e ∈ E
∑
S⊆U
yS ≤
∑
v∈U
pv U ⊂ V ; r /∈ U
yS ≥ 0 S ⊂ V ; r /∈ S
Here the variable yS corresponds to the primal constraint
∑
e∈δ(S) xe +
∑
U⊇S zU ≥ 1. The dual objec-
tive function indicates that for each S ⊆ V \ {r}, the variable yS can be increased as much as possible
without violating the two dual constraints
∑
S:e∈δ(S) yS ≤ we and
∑
S⊆U yS ≤
∑
v∈U pv. The constraint∑
S:e∈δ(S) yS ≤ we is known as edge packing constraint which is corresponding to the primal variable xe.
It says that for each S ⊆ V \ {r} such that e ∈ δ(S), yS can be increased as much as possible until the edge
packing constraint becomes tight, i.e.
∑
S:e∈δ(S) yS = we. This equality implies the case where the primal
variable xe = 1 for the corresponding edge e, and e is added to the forest being constructed. The value we
contributes to the primal objective value of the PCST. The dual constraint
∑
S⊆U yS ≤
∑
v∈U pv is known
as penalty packing constraints which is corresponding to the primal variable zU of the LP relaxation. For
each S ⊆ U such that r /∈ U , yS can be increased as much as possible until the penalty packing constraint
becomes tight i.e.
∑
S⊆U yS =
∑
v∈U pv. Any positive value of yS can be considered feasible provided it
does not lead to the violation of any of the two dual packing constraints. If we set yS = 0 for each S ⊆ V \r
then it gives a trivial feasible solution to the dual LP since it satisfies both the packing constraints. The dual
LP is feasible at its origin (yS = 0 for each S ⊆ V \ r), whereas primal LP is not feasible at its origin
(xe = 0 for each e ∈ E and zU = 0 for each U ⊆ V \ r).
4 Description of the D-PCST algorithm
Terminology. A set of nodes C ⊆ V connected by a set of edges is termed as component. Each component
has a state which can be sleeping , active or inactive . At node v ∈ V , the state of an incident edge e is
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denoted as SE (e). The value of SE (e) can be basic, branch , rejected or refind . At node v the state of an
edge e ∈ δ(v) is branch if e is selected as a candidate branch edge for the Steiner tree of the PCST. Any
edge inside a component (between two nodes u, v ∈ C) which is not a branch is stated as rejected . If node
v receives a message refind epsilon on e ∈ δ(v) then SE (e) = refind . An edge e which is neither branch
nor rejected nor refind has the state named basic. Each component has a leader node which coordinates
all the activities inside the component. Each node v ∈ C locally knows the current state of its component
C, denoted as CS(C). Each component C has a weight denoted byW (C) which is known to each v ∈ C.
Each node v has a deficit value denoted by dv . The constraint dv + du ≤ we always holds for any edge
e = (v, u) ∈ E. In addition, the following symbols and terms are used in the description of our algorithm.
• δ(v) denotes the set of edges incident on v.
• ǫe is a value calculated for an edge e.
• ǫ1 (v) = min
e∈δ(v)∩δ(C )
{ǫe}.
• ǫ1 (C ) = min
v∈C
{ǫ1 (v)}.
• ǫ2 (C ) =
∑
v∈C pv −W (C ).
• dh(C ) = max
v∈C
{dv}. We use dh(C ) to denote the highest deficit value of a component C.
• MOE (minimum outgoing edge) is the edge e ∈ δ(C ) that gives the ǫ1 (C ).
• A component C′ is called a neighboring component of a component C if δ(C ) ∩ δ(C ′) 6= φ.
• 〈M〉 denotes the messageM(a1, a2, ...). Here a1, a2, ... are the arguments of messageM . Note that
unless it is necessary arguments of 〈M〉 will not be shown in it.
Input and output specification. Initially each node v ∈ V knows its own prize value pv, unique identity,
and weight we of each edge e ∈ δ(v). Before the start of the algorithm, prize flag = TRUE for all
v 6= r. If v = r then prize flag = FALSE . Also each node v ∈ V initially sets its local boolean variable
labelled flag = FALSE and SE (e) = basic for each e ∈ δ(v). When the D-PCST algorithm terminates,
each node v ∈ V knows whether it is in the Penalty part or in the Steiner part. A node v belongs to the
Penalty part if its local variable prize flag is set to TRUE . Otherwise it belongs to the Steiner part. In
addition, if a node v belongs to the Steiner part then at least one e ∈ δ(v) must be assigned as a branch
edge. So the pair (prize flag,Y ) at each node v clearly defines the distributed output of the algorithm. Here
Y ⊆ δ(v). If prize flag = TRUE then Y = φ. Otherwise for each e ∈ Y , SE (e) = branch .
Basic principle. Our algorithm consists of two phases namely growth phase and pruning phase. At the
beginning of the algorithm each component comprises of a single node. Initially each component except
the root component (containing the special node r, the root) is in sleeping state. The initial state of the
root component is inactive . The root node r initiates the algorithm. At any instant of time the algorithm
maintains a set of components. The growth phase performs the following operations until all components in
the network become inactive .
(i) Merging: merging of two distinct neighbouring componentsC and C ′.
(ii) Deactivation: an active component becomes inactive.
(iii) Proceed: an inactive component C sends 〈proceed〉 to a neighboring componentC ′.
(iv) Back: an inactive component C sends 〈back〉 to an inactive neighboring component C ′.
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Whenever all components in the network become inactive, the growth phase terminates and the pruning
phase starts. The pruning phase prunes a component or subcomponent from the structure constructed in the
growth phase if such a pruning enhances the PCST.
Growth phase. Initially, dv = 0 andW (C ) = 0 at each node v ∈ V (v ∈ C ). At any point of time only one
component C calculates its ǫ(C ). The leader of C computes ǫ(C ) = min(ǫ1 (C ), ǫ2 (C )) using message
passing. Depending on the value of ǫ(C ), the leader of C proceeds with any one of the following actions.
(i) If CS (C ) = active then it may decide to merge with one of its neighboring component C ′ or it may
decide to become inactive.
(ii) If CS (C ) = inactive then it asks one of its neighboring components, say C ′, to proceed further. The
choice of C ′ depends on the value ǫ1 (C ) computed at C . Note that an inactive component C never
computes ǫ2 (C ) and its ǫ(C ) is equal to ǫ1 (C ).
To compute ǫ1 (C ), the leader ofC broadcasts 〈initiate〉 using the tree rooted at the leader (set of branch
edges inside a component C forms a tree rooted at the leader) asking each frontier node v ∈ C to finds its
ǫ1 (v). A node v ∈ C is called a frontier node if it has at least one edge e ∈ δ(v) ∩ δ(C ). Upon receiving
〈initiate〉, each frontier node v ∈ C calculates ǫe for each edge e ∈ δ(v) ∩ δ(C ). Note that if an edge e
satisfies the condition e ∈ δ(v) ∩ δ(C ) then the state of the edge e at node v is either basic or refind . Let
C ′ be a neighboring component of C such that e ∈ δ(u), e ∈ δ(v), u ∈ C ′, and v ∈ C . Now v calculates
ǫe as follows.
(i) CS (C ) = active and CS (C ′) = active : in this case ǫe =
we−dv−du
2
.
(ii) CS (C ) = active and CS (C ′) = inactive : in this case ǫe = we − dv − du .
(iii) CS (C ) = active and CS (C ′) = sleeping : in this case ǫe =
we−dv−du
2
. Here the state of the compo-
nent C ′ is sleeping and therefore the deficit value du of the node u ∈ C
′ is considered to be equal to
dh (C ).
(iv) CS (C ) = inactive andCS (C ′) = sleeping : in this case ǫe = we − dv − du . Similar to the previous
case the deficit value du is equal to dh (C ).
(v) CS (C ) = inactive and CS (C ′) = inactive : in this case the value of ǫe for an edge e ∈ δ(v) calcu-
lated by v depends on the state of the edge e. If SE (e) = refind then ǫe = we − dv − du . Otherwise,
ǫe =∞.
Note the following cases.
• Whenever an inactive componentC is in the state of computing its ǫ1 (C ) then there cannot exist any
componentC ′ in the neighborhood of C such that CS(C ′) = active.
• A component C never computes its ǫ1 (C ) (or ǫ2 (C )) while it is in the sleeping state.
Following these conditions a frontier node v calculates the value of ǫe for each of its incident basic or refind
edge and ǫ1 (v) is locally selected for reporting to the leader of C . In this way each frontier node v ∈ C
locally calculates ǫ1 (v) and reports it to the leader using convergecast technique over the tree rooted at the
leader of the component. During the convergecast process each node sends its 〈report〉 which contains
ǫ1 (v) to its parent node using its incident branch edge of the tree. In this process overall ǫ1 (C ) survives
and eventually reaches the leader node of C . Also during the convergecast each node v ∈ C reports the
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total prize value of all the nodes in the subtree rooted at v. Therefore, eventually the total prize of the
component C (TP(C )) is also known to the leader. If CS (C ) = active then the leader of C calculates
ǫ2 (C ) =
∑
v∈C pv −W (C ) = TP(C ) −W (C ) .
The leader ofC now computes ǫ(C ) = min(ǫ1 (C ), ǫ2 (C )). If ǫ(C ) = ǫ2 (C ) thenC decides to deacti-
vate itself. This indicates that the dual penalty packing constraint
∑
S⊆C yS ≤
∑
v∈C pv becomes tight for
the componentC . On the other hand, if ǫ(C ) = ǫ1 (C ) then it indicates that for componentC the dual edge
packing constraint
∑
S :e∈δ(S) yS ≤ we becomes tight for one of the edges e such that e ∈ δ(C )∧e ∈ δ(C
′),
where C ′ is neighboring component of C . In this case the leader of C sends a 〈merge(ǫ(C ), dh (C )) to
a frontier node v ∈ C which resulted the ǫ(C ) = ǫ1 (C ) = ǫ1 (v). Upon receiving 〈merge(ǫ(C ), dh (C ))
the node v sends 〈connect(v ,W (C ), dv , dh(C ))〉 over the MOE to C
′ to merge with it. Whenever a node
u ∈ C ′ receives 〈connect(v ,W (C ), dv , dh(C ))〉 on an edge e ∈ δ(u) then depending on the state of C
′
following actions are taken.
(i) CS (C ′) = inactive : in this case the node u ∈ C ′ sends 〈accept〉 to v ∈ C . This confirms the merging
of two componentsC ′ and C .
(ii) CS (C ′) = sleeping : in this case it is obvious that C ′ is a single node component {u}. The state
of C ′ becomes active and each of its local variables du, W (C
′) and dh (C
′) is initialized to dh (C )
(received in the 〈connect〉). After that the leader of the component C ′ (u itself) computes ǫe for
edge e and ǫ2 (C
′). If ǫe < ǫ2 (C
′) then the componentC ′ sends 〈accept〉 to the component C which
confirms the merging of two componentsC ′ andC . On the other hand if ǫ2 (C
′) ≤ ǫe then C
′ decides
to deactivate itself and sends 〈refind epsilon〉 to the componentC .
Whenever a node v ∈ C receives 〈refind epsilon〉 in response to a 〈connect〉 on an edge e ∈ δ(v) then
the state of its local variable SE (e) becomes refind . The node v also reports the 〈refind epsilon〉 to the
leader of C . Upon receiving 〈refind epsilon〉 the leader node of C proceeds to calculate its ǫ(C ) once
again.
Whenever a component C decides to merge or deactivate (only an active component can decide to
deactivate itself) then each node v ∈ C increases each of dv andW (C ) by ǫ(C ), and dh (C ) is also updated.
Note that for each component C there is an implicit dual variable yC which we want to maximize subject
to the dual constraints. Whenever the local variables of a component C are updated by ǫ(C ), yC is also
implicitly updated.
If two components C and C ′ decide to merge through an edge e = (v , u) : v ∈ C ∧ u ∈ C ′ then the
dual edge packing constraint
∑
S :e∈δ(S) yS ≤ we becomes tight for the edge e. Both nodes v and u set their
local variables SE (e) = branch for edge e. The weight of the resulting component C ∪ C ′ is the sum of
the weights of C and C ′, i.e. W (C ∪ C ′) = W (C ) +W (C ′). If C ∪ C ′ contains the root node r then
it becomes inactive (root component is always inactive) and r remains the leader of the new component
C ∪ C ′. In addition, whenever a component C ′ merges with the root component then each v ∈ C ′ sets its
local variable prize flag = FALSE and there exists at least one edge e ∈ δ(v) such that SE (e) = branch .
This indicates that each node v ∈ C ′ contributes to the Steiner part of the PCST. On the other hand if none
of the merging components C or C ′ is the root component then the resulting component C ∪ C ′ becomes
active . In this case the node with the higher ID between the two adjacent nodes of the merging edge becomes
the new leader of C ∪C ′ and for each node v ∈ C ∪C ′ the boolean variable prize flag remains TRUE .
In case of deactivation of a component C , each node v ∈ C sets its labelled flag = TRUE . Whenever
an active component C becomes inactive and there exists no active component in its neighborhood then
the leader of C may decide to send 〈proceed(dh (C ))〉 or 〈back〉 to one of its neighboring component C
′.
For this, first of all the leader of C : CS (C ) = inactive computes its ǫ1 (C ). Note that in this state of the
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network there cannot exist any component C ′ in the neighborhood of C such that CS (C ′) = active . The
inactive component C finds its ǫ1 (C ) only. The value of ǫ1 (C ) may be some finite real number or ∞.
If C has at least one neighboring component C ′ such that CS (C ′) = sleeping or if CS (C ′) = inactive
for each neighboring component C ′ of C and ∃e : e ∈ δ(C ) ∧ SE (e) = refind then the value of ǫ1 (C )
is guaranteed to be a finite real number. Otherwise the value of ǫ1 (C ) =∞. If ǫ1 (C ) corresponding to
the edge e : e ∈ δ(C ) ∩ δ(C ′) is a finite real number then the component C sends 〈proceed(dh (C ))〉 to
the component C ′ through edge e. Upon receiving 〈proceed(dh (C ))〉, the component C
′ starts computing
its ǫ(C ′) for taking further actions. If the value of ǫ1 (C ) =∞ then the leader of the component C sends
〈back〉 to a neighboring component C ′′ from which it received 〈proceed(dh (C
′′))〉 in some early stages of
the algorithm. Note that there may be more than one pending 〈proceed〉 on a component C but a node has
only one pending 〈proceed〉 at a time. In this case the leader of C sends 〈back〉 to the frontier node which
received the earliest 〈proceed〉. A frontier node remember the time at which it receives a 〈proceed〉 by
using a local variable received ts. It is clear that the number of 〈back〉 generated by an inactive component
depends on the number of pending 〈proceed〉. Eventually when the leader of the root component Cr finds
ǫ1 (Cr ) =∞ then all components in the whole network become inactive . This ensures the termination of
the growth phase. After the termination of the growth phase, the root node initiates the pruning phase.
Pruning phase. In this phase following operations are performed.
• Each node v ∈ C , where C is a non-root inactive component, sets SE (e) = basic for each edge
e ∈ δ(v) if SE (e) 6= basic.
• In the root component Cr , pruning starts in parallel at each leaf node of the Steiner tree rooted at the
root node r and repeatedly applied at every leaf node v ∈ Cr at any stage as long as the following two
conditions hold.
(i) labelled flag = TRUE at node v.
(ii) There exists exactly one edge e ∈ δ(v) such that SE (e) = branch .
Each pruned node v ∈ Cr sets its local variables prize flag = TRUE , labelled flag = FALSE , and
SE (e) = basic for each edge e such that e ∈ δ(v) ∧ SE (e) = branch . Note that once a node v
changes the value of SE (e) from branch to basic for an edge e = (v, u) ∈ δ(v) then the node u
also does the same. Finally for each of the non-pruned nodes u ∈ Cr , prize flag = FALSE and there
exists at least one edge e ∈ δ(u) such that SE (e) = branch .
4.1 An Example
In this subsection we illustrate the working principle of our proposed D-PCST algorithm with an example.
Due to space constraints, we illustrate only the major operations.
Figure 1 illustrates the merging of two components. Each node has a prize value that is labelled just
outside the node. For example, the prize of node v1 is 10. Similarly each edge is labelled with an weight.
Figure 1(a) shows the graph before the merging of two neighboring components C = {v2 , v5} which is in
active state andC ′ = {v1}which is in sleeping state. TheMOE of the componentC is (v2, v1)which gives
ǫ1 (C ) = −1. The leader node v5 also computes ǫ2 (C ) = 6. Hence ǫ(C ) = min(ǫ1 (C ), ǫ2 (C )) = ǫ1 (C ).
So v2 sends 〈connect(v2, 14, 7, 7)〉 over the MOE to merge with C
′. Now C ′ becomes active and finds
ǫ(C ′) = ǫ1 (C
′) = −1 and (v1, v2) is the MOE. Therefore it decides to merge with C. The new active
component {v1, v2, v3} is shown in Figure 1(b). The rectangular box below the graph shows the value of
local variables di andWi for each vi ∈ V .
Figure 2 shows the deactivation of an active component C = {v7 , v11}. In Figure 2(a) the leader of C
finds that its MOE is (v7, v3) which gives ǫ1 (C ) = 7.5. C also computes its ǫ2 (C ) which is equal to 3.
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Figure 1: A case of merging operation. (a) state before merging of components {v2, v5} and {v1}. (b) state after
merging.
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Figure 2: A case of deactivation. (a) state before the deactivation of the active component {v7, v11}. (b) state after the
deactivation .
Since ǫ(C ) = min(ǫ1 (C ), ǫ2 (C )) = ǫ2 (C ), therefore the componentC deactivates itself. Each node of C
sets its local boolean variable labelled flag = TRUE . The graph after the deactivation of C is shown in
Figure 2(b).
Figure 3 shows the action of proceed operation performed by an inactive component C = {v3}. In Fig-
ure 3(a), the MOE of C is (v3, v4) which gives ǫ1 (C ) = 10. The component C sends 〈proceed(dh (C ))〉
(denoted by P (15) in the figure) over its MOE to the component C ′ = {v4}. Upon receiving P (15),
the sleeping component C ′ becomes active and initializes its local variables d4 and W4 to 15. Since
ǫ(C ′) = ǫ1 (C
′), C ′ sends a connection request to C which is shown in Figure 3(b).
Figure 4 shows the case of pruning operation performed in each component of the graph. In Figure 4(a),
inside each of the non-root inactive components the state of each branch edge changes to basic. In the
root component Cr , nodes v7 and v11 are pruned. The component C = {v7 , v11} was deactivated at some
early stage of the growth phase of the algorithm. At v11 the local variable prize flag is set to TRUE and
SE ((v11 , v7 )) is set to basic. Similarly the node v7 and its corresponding adjacent branch edges are also
pruned from the root component. The Figure 4(b) shows the state of the graph after the pruning phase which
is the final solution to the PCST.
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Figure 3: A case of proceed operation. (a) state of sending 〈proceed(15)〉 by the inactive component {v3}. (b) state
after the component {v4} receives 〈proceed(15)〉.
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Figure 4: A case of pruning phase. (a) state before pruning. (b) state after pruning phase which is the final solution to
the PCST. The pruned components are {v1, v2, v5} and {v7, v11}.
5 Proof of Correctness
5.1 Termination
A round of proc initiate() in a component C means the time from the beginning of the execution of
proc initiate() till the completion of finding ǫ(C ). By an action of an event A we mean the start of event
A.
Lemma 5.1 A round of proc initiate() generates at most 6|V |+ 2|E| − 4 messages.
Proof. In our D-PCST algorithm in each round of proc initiate(), the following messages are pos-
sibly generated: 〈initiate〉, 〈test〉, 〈status〉, 〈reject〉, 〈report〉, 〈merge〉, 〈connect〉, 〈update info〉,
〈back〉, 〈proceed〉, 〈accept〉, and 〈refind epsilon〉. Since maximum number of branch edges in a com-
ponent is at most |V | − 1, therefore at most |V | − 1 number of messages are exchanged for each kind of
〈initiate〉, 〈report〉, 〈merge〉, and 〈update info〉 in each round of proc initiate(). Similarly in each
round of proc initiate(), at most |E| number of 〈test〉 are sent and in response at most |E| number
of (〈status〉 or 〈reject〉) messages are generated. The 〈proceed〉 and the 〈back〉 are exchanged in be-
tween the leaders of two different components. Therefore, for of each kind of 〈proceed〉 and 〈back〉 in
the worst case at most |V | − 1 number of messages are communicated in each round of proc initiate().
For each 〈connect〉, either an 〈accept〉 or a 〈refind epsilon〉 is generated. Therefore in each round
of proc initiate(), at most any two of the combinations of {〈connect〉, 〈accept〉, 〈refind epsilon〉}
are generated. Therefore number of messages exchanged in each round of proc initiate() is at most
4(|V | − 1) + 2|E|+ 2(|V | − 1) + 2 = 6|V |+ 2|E| − 4. ⊓⊔
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Lemma 5.2 If the leader of an inactive componentC finds ǫ1 (C ) =∞ then for each neighboring compo-
nent Ck of C , CS (Ck ) = inactive .
Proof. Suppose by contradiction the leader of C finds ǫ1 (C ) =∞ and there exists a neighboring compo-
nent Ck of C such that CS (Ck ) 6= inactive . Therefore either CS (Ck ) = sleeping or CS (Ck ) = active .
Since it is given that the leader of the componentC is in a state of finding its ǫ1 (C ), andCS (C ) = inactive
therefore Claim 5.5 ensures that CS (Ck ) 6= active for each neighboring component Ck of C .
Consider the case of CS (Ck ) = sleeping . To find ǫ1 (C ) the leader starts the procedure proc initiate()
which in turn sends 〈initiate〉 on each of its branch edges in the component C . Upon receiving 〈initiate〉
each node v ∈ C forwards it on its outbound branch edges and if v is a frontier node then it also sends
〈test〉 on each edge e if state of e is neither branch nor rejected . In response to each 〈test〉, v either
receives 〈status(CS (Ck ), du)〉 on an edge e from a node u ∈ Ck 6= C if Ck is a neighboring component of
C or the node v receives 〈reject〉 if e = (v, u) such that v , u ∈ C . The 〈reject〉 is simply discarded by the
node v. In case of 〈status(CS (Ck ), du)〉, the node v calculates the ǫe for edge e. SinceCS (Ck ) = sleeping
therefore the frontier node v computes ǫe = we − dv − du . In this case the computed value ǫe is a finite real
number, since we, dv and du are finite real numbers. Eventually the value of each ǫ1 (v) computed by each
frontier node v ∈ C reaches to the leader of C . And the leader of C finds the value of ǫ1 (C ) to be a finite
real number, a contradiction to the fact that ǫ1 (C ) =∞. This completes the proof. ⊓⊔
Claim 5.3 D-PCST algorithm generates the action of 〈proceed〉 at most |V | − 1 times.
Proof. During the execution of D-PCST algorithm an inactive component may send 〈proceed〉 more than
once to different components, however a component receives 〈proceed〉 at most once. In addition the root
component is always inactive and never receives 〈proceed〉. Since there are at most |V | components and
root component never receives 〈proceed〉, therefore at most |V | − 1 number of 〈proceed〉 is generated. ⊓⊔
Lemma 5.4 D-PCST algorithm generates the action of 〈back〉 at most |V | − 1 times.
Proof. A non-root componentC decides to take the action of 〈back〉 only if CS (C ) = inactive and it finds
its ǫ(C ) =∞. Lemma 5.2 proves that if CS (C ) = inactive and ǫ1 (C ) =∞ then CS (Ck ) = inactive for
each neighboring component Ck of C . In addition, SE (e) 6= refind for each edge e ∈ δ(C ). These facts
indicate that all neighboring components of C are explored and therefore action of 〈back〉 is taken by the
leader node in search of a component whose state is still sleeping . The component C sends 〈back〉 to a
neighboring component say C ′ which sent 〈proceed〉 to C or to a subcomponent of C in some early stages
of the algorithm. Since each 〈proceed〉 generates the action of 〈back〉 at most once and by Claim 5.3 D-
PCST algorithm generates the action of 〈proceed〉 at most |V | − 1, therefore D-PCST algorithm generates
the action of 〈back〉 at most |V | − 1 times. ⊓⊔
Claim 5.5 When an inactive componentC is in the state of computing its ǫ1 (C ) then there cannot exist any
component C ′ in the neighborhood of C such that CS (C ′) = active .
Claim 5.6 If none of the four consecutive rounds of proc initiate() initiates the action of sending 〈back〉
then any one of the following two events is guaranteed to happen: (i) sum of the number of components
decreases (ii) one of the sleeping or active components decreases.
Proof. In our proposed D-PCST algorithm the leader of a componentC starts finding its ǫ(C ) by executing
the procedure proc initiate(). Depending on the current state of C i.e. CS (C ) and its computed value
of ǫ(C ), the leader of C decides to take any one of the following actions: (i) merging (ii) deactivation
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(iii) sending 〈proceed〉, (iv) sending 〈back〉, and (v) pruning. If the action of sending 〈back〉 is not taken
by any one of the four consecutive rounds of proc initiate() then within four consecutive rounds of the
proc initiate() any one of the remaining actions is guaranteed to happen.
First consider the action of merging. Before the action of merging, the leader of the component C
computes its ǫ(C ) in one round of proc initiate(). After that it sends a 〈merge〉 to the corresponding
component say C ′. If CS (C ′) = inactive then C ′ immediately merges with C and in this case merge
happens in one round of proc initiate(). As a result one of the components decreases in the graph. If
CS (C ′) = sleeping then C ′ takes one round of proc initiate() to decide whether to merge with C or
deactivate itself. If it decides to merge with C then number of component decreases by one in the graph.
On the other hand if it decides to deactivate itself then a sleeping component vanish in the graph. Therefore
action of merging takes at most two rounds of proc initiate().
We know that only an active component can decide to deactivate itself. To be deactivated a component
C finds its ǫ(C ) = ǫ2 (C ) in exactly one rounds of proc initiate(). As a result one active component
decreases in the graph.
A component C initiates the action of sending 〈proceed〉 only if it is in inactive state. For this ac-
tion, first the leader of C computes its ǫ1 (C ) which takes one round of proc initiate(). After that it sends
〈proceed〉 to the corresponding neighboring component say C ′. Upon receiving 〈proceed〉 from C , de-
pending on its current state, the component C ′ does the following:
(i) CS (C ′) = sleeping . C ′ starts finding its ǫ(C ′) to decide whether tomergewith some other component
or (ii) deactivate itself. In case of merging, it takes at most another two rounds of proc initiate() and
as a result one component decreases, i.e. from the point of finding ǫ1 (C ) at C upto the merging of
the component C ′ with a neighboring component it takes at most three rounds of proc initiate(). In
case of deactivation,C ′ takes exactly one round of proc initiate() for which one sleeping component
decreases and takes total two rounds of proc initiate() from the point of finding ǫ1 (C ) at C upto the
deactivation of C ′.
(ii) CS (C ′) = inactive . In this case C ′ receives 〈proceed〉 because there exists an edge e such that
e ∈ δ(C ′)∧ δ(C ) and the state the edge e ∈ δ(v) at some node v ∈ C must be refind . This is because
in some early stages of the algorithm the component C or a sub-component of C sent a 〈connect〉
to C ′ and in response to that, C ′ became inactive and as a result sent back a 〈refind epsilon〉
to C or to the sub-component of C . Now there should be at least one component C ′′ such that
CS (C ′′) = sleeping in the neighborhood of C ′. Otherwise C′ has to take the action of sending 〈back〉
which is not possible according to our assumption. Since CS (C ′) = inactive therefore C ′ takes one
round of proc initiate() to compute its ǫ1 (C
′) to take the action of sending 〈proceed〉 to a neigh-
boring component C ′′ such that CS (C ′′) = sleeping . After that C ′′ follows at most two rounds of
proc initiate() to decide the action of either merging or deactivation which guarantees the occurring
of any one of the mentioned events. Therefore from the point of finding ǫ1 (C ) at C upto any one of
the events to be happened takes at most four rounds of proc initiate().
(iii) CS (C ′) = active . By Claim 5.5 this condition is not possible.
In case of the action of pruning, the root component Cr takes exactly one round of proc initiate() to
computes its ǫ(Cr ) which must be equal to ∞. Therefore, we claim that if none of the four consecutive
rounds of proc initiate() initiates the action of sending 〈back〉 then any one of the following events is
guaranteed to happen: (i) sum of the number of components decreases (ii) one of the sleeping or active
components decreases. ⊓⊔
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Lemma 5.7 The growth phase of the D-PCST algorithm terminates after at most 9|V | − 7 rounds of
proc initiate().
Proof. Initially the state of the root component Cr is inactive and it takes one round of proc initiate()
to compute its ǫ1 (Cr ). After that Cr sends 〈proceed〉 to a neighboring component to take further actions
of the algorithm. Claim 5.6 ensures that in the worst case at most 4(|V | − 1) round of proc initiate() is
required to decrease the sum of the number of components and becomes one or at most 4(|V | − 1) rounds
of proc initiate() is required to change the state of each sleeping or active component to inactive state.
Lemma 5.4 proves that the action of 〈back〉 is generated at most |V |− 1 times. If the root node r ∈ Cr finds
that ǫ1 (Cr ) =∞ then instead of taking the the action of 〈back〉 the root component starts the pruning phase
which indicates the termination of the growth phase. Before the termination of the growth phase additionally
one round of proc initiate() is required to find ǫ1 (Cr ) =∞. Summing for all the cases we get that the
total number of rounds of proc initiate() is equal to 1+4(|V |−1)+4(|V |−1)+(|V |−1)+1 = 9|V |−7.
Therefore it is guaranteed that after at most 9|V | − 7 rounds of proc initiate() the initiation of round of
proc initiate() stops. Once the proc initiate() stops, no more messages related to the growth phase are
exchanged in the network. This ensures that the growth phase eventually terminates after at most 9|V | − 7
rounds of proc initiate(). ⊓⊔
Lemma 5.8 Pruning phase of D-PCST algorithm eventually terminates.
Proof. After the termination of the growth phase the root node r initiates the pruning phase by sending
〈prune〉 on each edge e ∈ δ(r) if SE (e) = branch or EPM (e) = TRUE . Here at node v ∈ C in a com-
ponent C, EPM (e) is a local boolean variable for each edge e ∈ δ(v) and by default EPM (e) = FALSE
for each e ∈ δ(v). Whenever a frontier node sends a 〈proceed〉 over an incident edge e to some other neigh-
boring component then it sets EPM (e) = TRUE . Upon receiving 〈prune〉 on an edge e, except on edge
e a node v forwards 〈prune〉 on each edge e′ ∈ δ(v) if SE (e ′) = branch or EPM (e ′) = TRUE . After
that if v belongs to a non-root inactive component then it sets SE (e ′′) = basic for each edge e′′ ∈ δ(v) if
SE (e ′′) 6= basic. Note that a node receives 〈prune〉 exactly once.
In the root component Cr , pruning starts at leaf nodes of the tree rooted at r. Whenever a leaf node
v ∈ Cr receives 〈prune〉 then v prunes itself if labelled flag = TRUE and there exists exactly one edge
e ∈ δ(v) such that SE (e) = branch . In this case, v sets its local variable prize flag to TRUE indicating
that it is contributing to the Penalty part of the PCST and labelled flag = FALSE . Then 〈backward prune〉
is sent on e and SE (e) is set to basic. Upon receiving 〈backward prune〉 on an edge say e, a node first sets
SE (e) = basic and continues with the pruning operation. If a node v fails to prune itself then no further
message is sent on any of its incident edges. In this way all nodes in the Cr stops sending further messages
on their incident edges and thus pruning phase eventually terminates. ⊓⊔
Theorem 5.9 The D-PCST algorithm eventually terminates.
Proof. Lemma 5.7 and Lemma 5.8 prove that the growth phase and the pruning phase of the D-PCST
algorithm terminate respectively. Together Lemma 5.7 and Lemma 5.8 prove that the D-PCST algorithm
terminates. ⊓⊔
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5.2 Message and Time complexity
5.2.1 A lower bound on message complexity for trivial distributed PCST
A trivial message passing distributed algorithm for PCST can be as follows. It collects the whole information
of the network (weight of each e ∈ E, ID of each v ∈ V , and pv for each v ∈ V ) at some node (r),
computes the PCST using the GW -algorithm [25] at r and then r informs each node whether it belongs to
the Penalty part or the Steiner part of the PCST. It is obvious that this is a non-local algorithm and suffers
from single point of failure. However in the absence of a benchmark local algorithm for distributed PCST,
it serves the purpose of calculating a trivial lower bound of message complexity. For message-efficient
convergecast and broadcast of information, a spanning tree (similar to BFS or DFS) of the network can be
constructed rooted at r. The lower bound of message complexity for finding a rooted spanning tree using
distributed algorithm is Ω(|E|) [8]. Now r broadcasts a query message asking each node to send their local
information. This broadcast requires O(|V |) messages. Each node sends its information to r using a path.
The path contains O(|V |) intermediate nodes. Therefore collecting information from all the nodes to r
requiresO(|V |2) messages. Note here that we do not use any message aggregation at intermediate nodes in
this trivial algorithm. Upon receiving the information from all the nodes, r can compute the PCST of the
entire graph using the centralized GW -algorithm. After the computation of the PCST, r sends message to
each node informing whether it belongs to the Penalty part or the Steiner part. In case a node belongs to
the Steiner, r also informs the node about the specific incident edges which are part of the Steiner. Like the
earlier convergecast, this broadcast of informationwill takeO(|V |2)messages. Therefore a trivial distributed
PCST algorithm as described above takes Ω(|E| + |V |2) messages in a general networks. In a connected
graph, |V | − 1 ≤ |E| ≤ |V |2. Therefore a trivial lower bound of message complexity for distributed
PCST is Ω(|V |2). However the time complexity remains O(|V |2 log |V |) since at the central node we use
GW-algorithm.
5.2.2 Message Complexity of the D-PCST algorithm
We determine here the upper bound on the number of messages exchanged during the execution of the
D-PCST algorithm. Lemma 5.7 shows that the growth phase terminates after at most 9|V | − 7 rounds of
proc initiate(). And Lemma 5.1 proves that in the worst case a round of proc initiate() can generate
at most 6|V | + 2|E| − 4 messages. Therefore number of messages exchanged until the termination of the
growth phase is at most (9|V | − 7)(6|V |+ 2|E| − 4).
In the pruning phase two types of messages are generated namely 〈prune〉 and 〈backward prune〉. A
node v sends or forwards 〈prune〉 on an edge e ∈ δ(v) if SE (e) = branch or EPM (e) = TRUE . We
know that the number of branch edges of a component C is exactly |C | − 1. Whenever the growth phase
terminates then the total number of branch edges of all the components in the graph is at most |V | − 1. It
follows that at most |V | − 1 〈prune〉 are generated with respect to branch edges. Similarly at node v, the
local boolean variableEPM (e) is set toTRUE if it sends a 〈procced〉 on edge e. Since by Claim 5.3 at most
|V | − 1 〈procced〉 are sent in D-PCST and for each edge e on which 〈procced〉 is sent the variable EPM (e)
is set to TRUE , therefore at most |V | − 1 〈prune〉 are sent with respect to the boolean variable EPM .
Therefore at most 2|V | − 2 number of 〈prune〉 is generated in the pruning phase. A 〈backward prune〉
is exchanged only within the root component. Upon receiving 〈prune〉 a leaf node (which has exactly one
incident branch edge) of the root component sends a 〈backward prune〉 on the branch edge only if it
decides to prune itself. Since possible number of branch edges in the root component is at most |V | − 1,
therefore at most |V | − 1 number of 〈backward prune〉 is generated in the pruning phase. It follows that at
most 3(|V | − 1) messages are generated in the pruning phase.
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The analysis shown above proves that number of messages exchanged until the termination of the D-
PCST algorithm is at most (9|V |−7)(6|V |+2|E|−4)+3(|V |−1)which is equivalent toO(|V |2+(|E||V |).
Since the graph is connected, therefore |V | − 1 ≤ |E| ≤ |V |2. This implies that |V |2 = O(|E||V |). Using
these facts we get that message complexity of the D-PCST algorithm is O(|E||V |). Therefore we can claim
the following theorem.
Theorem 5.10 The message complexity of the D-PCST algorithm is O(|E||V |).
Time Complexity. The worst case time complexity of the proposed algorithm is O(|V ||E|), which can be
fine-tuned to give a complexity of O(D|E|) where D is the diameter of the network.
5.3 Optimality of the D-PCST algorithm
Lemma 5.11 IfCS (Cl ) = sleeping and it receives 〈connect(v ,W (Ck ), dv , dh(Ck ))〉 or 〈proceed(dh (Ck ))〉
over an edge e from a node v ∈ Ck where Ck is a neighboring component of Cl then Cl correctly computes
each of its local variables without violating any of the dual constraints.
Proof. Since CS (Cl ) = sleeping , therefore Cl is a single node component. Let it be {u}. If u receives
〈connect(v ,W (Ck ), dv , dh(Ck ))〉 from a node v ∈ Ck over the edge e then first Cl becomes active and
then u initializes its local variables du = dh (Ck ), W (Cl ) = dh (Ck ) and dh(Cl ) = dh (Ck ). After that u
computes ǫ(Cl ) as follows:
ǫe =
we − du − dv
2
ǫ2 (Cl ) =TP(Cl )−W (Cl ) = pu −W (Cl )
and ǫ(Cl ) = min(ǫe , ǫ2 (Cl )). Therefore it is clear that dh (Ck ) is used by Cl to compute its ǫ(Cl ) in case
CS (Cl ) = sleeping . Now there are four possible cases:
Case 1: ǫ(Cl ) = ǫe and ǫ(Cl ) < 0. The condition ǫ(Cl ) < 0 indicates that the dual edge packing constraint∑
S :e∈δ(S) yS ≤ we is violated on the edge e when each dual variable yS : S ⊂ V ∧ e ∈ δ(S ) is increased
by a value ǫ(Cl ). More specifically dual variables yCl and yCk are excessively increased by ǫ(Cl ). To en-
sure that the dual constraint is not violated, the excess value ǫ(Cl) must be deducted from each of the dual
variables yCl and yCk . After the deduction, both components Cl and Ck merge and form a new component
Cl ∪ Ck without violating the dual constraints. Note that every node v ∈ Cl ∪ Ck also updates its local
variables dv = dv − ǫ(Cl ) and W (Cl ∪ Ck ) = W (Cl ) +W (Ck )− 2 ǫ(Cl ). In addition, corresponding
dh (Cl ∪ Ck ) is also updated accordingly.
Case 2: ǫ(Cl ) = ǫe and ǫ(Cl ) ≥ 0. This ensures that at most ǫ(Cl ) can be added to both yCl and yCk with-
out violating the dual edge packing constraint
∑
S :e∈δ(S) yS ≤ we for edge e. Therefore the components
Cl and Ck merge through the edge e and forms a bigger component Cl ∪ Ck . Each node v ∈ Cl ∪ Ck also
updates its local variables dv = dv + ǫ(Cl ) and W (Cl ∪ Ck ) = W (Cl ) +W (Ck ) + 2 ǫ(Cl ). In addition,
corresponding dh(Cl ∪ Ck ) is also updated accordingly.
Case 3: ǫ(Cl ) = ǫ2 (Cl ) and ǫ(Cl ) < 0. In this case the dual variable yCl for the component Cl is exces-
sively increased by ǫ(Cl ) and this indicates that the dual penalty packing constraint
∑
S⊆Cl
yS ≤
∑
v∈Cl
pv
is violated atCl . Therefore yCl = yCl − ǫ2 (Cl ) and it ensures that the dual penalty packing constraint for the
component Cl is not violated and becomes tight. Node u ∈ Cl updates its local variables du = du − ǫ(Cl )
andW (Cl ) = W (Cl )− ǫ(Cl ). In addition, corresponding dh (Cl ) is also updated accordingly.
Case 4 : ǫ(Cl ) = ǫ2 (Cl ) and ǫ(Cl ) ≥ 0. This indicates that at most ǫ(Cl ) can be added to the dual variable
yCl in component Cl without violating the dual penalty packing constraint
∑
S⊆Cl
yS ≤
∑
v∈Cl
pv . Since
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after the addition of ǫ(Cl ) to the dual variable yCl , the dual penalty packing constraint
∑
S⊆Cl
yS ≤
∑
v∈Cl
pv
becomes tight, therefore the component Cl decides to deactivate itself. The node u ∈ Cl updates its local
variables du = du + ǫ(Cl ) and W (Cl ) = W (Cl ) + ǫ(Cl ). In addition, corresponding dh(Cl ) is also up-
dated accordingly. Therefore after receiving 〈connect〉, Cl correctly computes each of its local variable
without violating any of the dual constraints.
Similarly if u receives 〈proceed(dh (Ck ))〉 from a node v ∈ Ck over an edge e then first Cl becomes
active and then node u initializes its local variables du = dh (Ck ),W (Cl ) = dh (Ck ) and dh(Cl ) = dh(Ck ).
Note that if a component receives a 〈proceed〉 then the state of each component in its neighborhood is either
sleeping or inactive . In this state of the algorithm there can not exist any active component in the whole
network. Let e ′ ∈ δ(Cl ) be the MOE of Cl which connects to a node w ∈ Cp 6= Cl . Then Cl computes its
ǫ(Cl ) as follows:
ǫ1(Cl) =
{
we′−du−dh (Cl)
2
, if CS (Cp) = sleeping
we′ − du − dw , if CS (Cp) = inactive
ǫ2 (Cl ) = TP(Cl )−W (Cl ) = pu −W (Cl )
and ǫ(Cl ) = min(ǫ1 (Cl ), ǫ2 (Cl )). Therefore it is clear that if CS (Cl ) = sleeping then Cl uses dh(Ck ) to
compute its ǫ(Cl ). Now following the same way as we have shown for the case of receiving 〈connect〉,
it can be shown that upon receiving 〈proceed(dh (Ck ))〉, Cl correctly computes each of its local variable
without violating any of the dual constraints. ⊓⊔
We claim that the approximation factor achieved by our distributed algorithm on a graph of n nodes is
(2 − 1n−1 ) of the optimal (OPT). This can be proved from the facts that dv =
∑
S:v∈S yS for each node
v ∈ V andW (C) =
∑
S⊆C yS for each component C. Let OPTLP and OPTIP be the optimal solutions
to (LP) and (IP) of PCST problem respectively. Then it is obvious that
∑
S⊂V yS ≤ OPTLP ≤ OPTIP .
Theorem 5.12 (Goemans and Williamson, [25]) D-PCST algorithm selects a set of edges F ′ and a set of
vertices X such that ∑
e∈F ′
we +
∑
v∈X
pv ≤ (2−
1
n− 1
)
∑
S⊂V
yS ≤ (2 −
1
n− 1
)OPTIP (1)
where n = |V | and OPTIP is the optimal solution to the IP of the PCST.
The above theorem is in fact a transcript of the analogous theorem of Goemans and Williamson [25] to
the distributed setting. We present below the analysis of the approximation ratio for the distributed setting.
The main challenge in this proof is to preserve the dual packing constraints in a distributed way so that
approximation ratio is preserved.
Proof. In the construction of F ′ if a node v ∈ V is not covered by F ′ then v must belong to some component
deactivated at some point of execution of the algorithm. Let X = {C1 ,C2 , ....Cz} is the set of deactivated
components whose nodes are not covered by F ′. ThereforeX can be considered as a set of disjoin subsets of
vertices and each subset is someCj for j : 1 ≤ j ≤ z. Since eachCj is a deactivated component, therefore it
follows the fact that
∑
S⊆Cj
yS =
∑
v∈Cj
pv . For each edge e ∈ F
′ it also follows that
∑
S :e∈δ(S) yS = we
and this implies
∑
e∈F ′ we =
∑
e∈F ′
∑
S :e∈δ(S) yS . Putting these in the inequality (1) we get
∑
e∈F ′
∑
S :e∈δ(S)
yS +
∑
j
∑
S⊆Cj
yS ≤ (2−
1
n− 1
)
∑
S⊂V
yS (2)
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Now it can be shown by the method of induction that for each ǫ(C ) computed by a component C , the
inequality (2) always holds. Here we show for the case of ǫ(C ) > 0.
At the beginning of the algorithm the inequality (2) holds since F ′ = φ, the component containing the
root node r is the only trivial single node tree and yC = 0 for each single node component C . Let C is the
set of components in the graph when a component C computes its ǫ(C ). Components of C are categorized
into two types of components namely type A and type I as follows:
• A componentC ′ ∈ C is denoted as typeA ifCS (C ′) = active orCS (C ′) = sleeping∧TP(C ′) > dh (C ).
• A componentC ′ ∈ C is denoted as type I ifCS (C ′) = inactive orCS (C ′) = sleeping∧TP(C ′) ≤ dh (C ).
The type of a component C is denoted by type(C ). To show that the inequality (2) always holds first we
construct a special graph termed as H = (V ′, E′). The set of components of C is considered as the set of
vertices V ′ of the graphH . The vertex set V ′ contains two types of vertices namely type A and type I . The
set of edges is E′ = {e ∈ (δ(C ′) ∩ F ′) : type(C ′) = A}. All isolated vertices of type I are discarded from
the graph H . Let NA denotes the set of vertices of type A, NI denotes the set of vertices of type I , ND
denotes the set of vertices of type A such that each vertex of ND corresponds to some Cj for j : 1 ≤ j ≤ z,
and dv denotes the degree of a vertex v in graph H . Note that degree of each vertex v ∈ ND is zero, i.e.
ND = {v ∈ NA : dv = 0}. For each ǫ(C ) > 0, maximum increment in the left hand side of the inequality
(2) is
∑
v∈NA
ǫvdv +
∑
v∈ND
ǫv , where ǫv ∈ (0, ǫ(C)] for each vertex v ∈ V
′ (note that here ǫv is the actual
adjusted value for a vertex v in H which is corresponding to the component Cv and this correct adjustment
of ǫv to the dual variable yCv is ensured by the Lemma 5.11). On the other hand maximum increment in the
right hand side of the inequality is (2 − 1n−1 )
∑
v∈NA
ǫv . Therefore we can write,
∑
v∈NA−ND
ǫvdv +
∑
v∈ND
ǫv ≤ (2−
1
n− 1
)
∑
v∈NA
ǫv
Writing the above inequality in details we get
∑
v∈NA−ND
ǫvdv ≤ (2−
1
n− 1
)
∑
v∈NA−ND
ǫv + (2−
1
n− 1
)
∑
v∈ND
ǫv −
∑
v∈ND
ǫv
Since degree of each vertex inND is zero, therefore the coefficient (2−
1
n−1 ) of the term (2−
1
n−1 )
∑
v∈ND
ǫv
must be equal to 1. This implies the following inequality
∑
v∈NA−ND
ǫvdv ≤ (2 −
1
n− 1
)
∑
v∈NA−ND
ǫv
Rewriting the left hand side of the above inequality in terms of set NA, NI , and ND we get∑
v∈NA−ND
ǫvdv ≤
∑
v∈(NA−ND )∪NI
ǫvdv −
∑
v∈NI
ǫvdv (3)
Before continuing with the proof we show that in graph H there can be at most one leaf vertex of type
I which is corresponding to the component containing r. Suppose by contradiction v ∈ V ′ is a leaf vertex
of type I in graph H which is not the root vertex containing r and an edge e incidents on v such that
SE (e) = branch . Let Cv be the inactive component corresponding to the vertex v. Since Cv is a leaf ofH
therefore the edge e ∈ F ′. Note that after the termination of the pruning phase, F ′ is the set of branch edges
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selected for the PCST. Since the state ofCv is inactive and it does not contain r, therefore it is deactivated at
some point of execution of the algorithm and labelled flag = TRUE for each u ∈ Cv . Furthermore, since
Cv is a leaf component, therefore no node u ∈ Cv can be an intermediate node on the path of branch edges
between the vertex r and a vertex of the status labelled flag = FALSE . Since labelled flag = TRUE for
each node u ∈ Cv and Cv is an inactive leaf component therefore by the pruning phase of the algorithm
each node u ∈ Cv is pruned and SE (e
′) = basic for each edge e′ such that e′ ∈ δ(u). In this case one
of the e′ must be e such that SE (e) = basic, a contradiction to the fact that SE (e) = branch . Therefore
except the root vertex, all other vertex of type I are non leaf vertex in graph H . This fact implies that sum
of degrees of all vertices of type I in graphH is at least 2|NI | − 1.
Since ǫv ∈ (0, ǫ(C )], therefore replacing each ǫv by ǫ(C ) we get the inequality (3) as follows∑
v∈NA−ND
ǫ(C )dv ≤ 2ǫ(C )(|(NA −ND ) ∪ NI | − 1)− ǫ(C )(2|NI | − 1)
(In the above inequality we use the fact that sum of degrees of all vertices is 2m wherem is the total number
of edges in the graph.)
Since (NA −ND) and NI are disjoint, therefore |(NA −ND) ∩NI | = |φ| = 0. Using this fact we get∑
v∈NA−ND
dv ≤2(|(NA −ND)|) + 2|NI | − 2− 2|NI |+ 1
=2(|NA −ND |)− 1
=(2−
1
|NA −ND |
)|NA −ND|
≤(2−
1
n− 1
)|NA −ND |
The last inequality holds since the number of type A components is at most n − 1 for n node graph, i.e.
|NA −ND | ≤ (n − 1). Similarly it can be shown that the inequality (1) also holds for the case ǫ(C ) ≤ 0.
Therefore the inequality (1) always holds for every computed value ǫ(C ) by a componentC in the graph. ⊓⊔
5.4 Deadlock issue
We show here that deadlock does not exist in D-PCST algorithm. Except the 〈connect〉, upon receiving
any other messages a node can instantly reply or proceed with further actions of the algorithm. For ex-
ample whenever a node u receives 〈test〉 then u immediately replies with 〈status〉 or 〈reject〉 by using
its own local information and does not wait for any other event to be occurred on some other nodes. Now
consider the case of merging of two neighboring components say C and C ′. This is only the case where a
component needs to wait for another component to proceed further. Let the component C sends 〈connect〉
to merge with the component C ′. Upon receiving 〈connect〉, C ′ responses to C within a finite delay. If
CS (C ′) = inactive then C ′ immediately sends 〈accept〉 without any further delay. If CS (C ′) = sleeping ,
then first it changes CS (C ′) to active and then finds its ǫ(C ′) and depending on ǫ(C ′) it sends 〈accept〉 or
〈refind epsilon〉 to C . Since C ′ does not depends on any event that delays the process of finding its ǫ(C ′)
therefore C ′ can response to C within a finite delay which omits the possibility of any deadlock in between
C ′ and C . And in our proposed D-PCST algorithm, component grows only by sequential merging and no
concurrent merging is allowed to happen. All of these observations ensure that deadlocks do not exist.
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6 Conclusion
In this paper we propose D-PCST, the first asynchronous distributed deterministic algorithm for the PCST
problem having an approximation factor of (2− 1n−1 ) of the optimal. Our algorithm is based on the sequential
Goemans and Williamson algorithm (GW-algorithm) [25]. Compared to a trivial distributed implementation
of the GW-algorithm using convergecast and broadcast (as, e.g. in [45], also in Subsubsection 5.2.1) D-
PCST behaves slightly worse in the worst case. However it does not suffer from single point of failure
problems and requires only local message exchange in order to compute the PCST. Moreover, it has a better
complexity in sparse or low diameter graphs. Since D-PCST is distributed in nature we believe that it can
serve as a first step and a basis for further improvements of the the message and time complexity, as well as
of the approximation ratio. In particular, we would like to investigate the applicability of our techniques in
the direction of obtaining a distributed version of the PTAS of Bateni et al. [10] for PCST in planar graphs;
such a result would be of great theoretical and practical interest.
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A Description of the centralized Goemans-Williamson PCST algo-
rithm [25]
Since our algorithm is inspired by the centralized PCST algorithm proposed by Goemans and Williamson
(GW-algorithm) [25], here we briefly describe the algorithm. GW-algorithm consists of two phases namely
growth phase and pruning phase. The growth phase maintains a forest F which contains a set of candidate
edges being selected for the construction of the PCST. Initially F is empty, each node is unmarked, and each
node is considered as a connected component containing a singleton node. The growth phase also maintains
a set of components whose possible states can be either active or inactive. If a component C is active then
the current state of C is set to 1, i.e., CS(C) = 1, otherwise CS(C) = 0. The state of the component
containing r is always inactive. Initially, except the root component, all other components are in active
state. Associated with each component C, there is a dual variable yC . Each yC is initialized to 0. The GW-
Algorithm also maintains a deficit value dv for each vertex v ∈ V and a weightW (C) for each component
C. In each iteration the algorithm finds an edge e = (u, v) with u ∈ Cp, v ∈ Cq , Cp 6= Cq , that minimizes
ǫ1 =
we−dv−du
CS(Cp)+CS(Cq)
and a C such that CS(C) = 1 which minimizes ǫ2 =
∑
v∈C pv −W (C). And then it
finds the global minimum ǫ = min(ǫ1, ǫ2). Depending on the value of ǫ, the algorithmmay decide to do any
one of the two operations: (i) if ǫ = ǫ1 then it merges two distinct components Cp and Cq using the edge e
(that gave the min ǫ) and adds e to F . (ii) if ǫ = ǫ2 then the corresponding componentC is deactivated. Note
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that for every decided value of ǫ, for each component C where CS(C) = 1, the value ofW (C) (as well as
the implicit yC ) and the value of each dv : v ∈ C is increased by the value of ǫ. In case of merging, if the
resulting component contains the root r then it becomes inactive; otherwise it is active. In the other case i.e.
deactivation of componentC, the algorithm marks each v ∈ C with the name of the componentC. Since in
each iteration of the algorithm, sum of the total number of components or the number of active components
decreases therefore after at most 2n − 1 iterations all components become inactive. In pruning phase the
algorithm removes as many edges as possible from F without violating the two properties: (i) all unmarked
vertices must be connected to the root, as these vertices never appeared in any deactivated components (ii) if
a vertex with markC is connected to the root then every vertex marked with C′ ⊇ C should be connected to
the root. The GW-algorithm achieves an approximation ratio of (2− 1n−1 ) and running time of O(n
2 logn)
for a graph of n vertices.
B Pseudocode of the D-PCST algorithm
Algorithm 1 The D-PCST algorithm : pseudocode for node v
1: Upon receiving no message
2: execute procedure initialization()
3: if v = r then ⊲ Spontaneous awaken of the root node
4: CS ← inactive; root f lag← TRUE; prize flag ← FALSE;
5: execute procedure proc initiate()
6: else
7: CS ← sleeping; root f lag ← FALSE; prize flag ← TRUE;
8: end if
9: procedure initialization()
10: for each e ∈ δ(v) do
11: SE(e)← basic;EPM(e)← FALSE; ⊲ EPM : Edge for Prune Message
12: end for
13: dh ← 0; dv ← 0;W ← 0; labelled flag ← FALSE; prune msg count ←
0; proceed in edge← φ; proceed flag← FALSE; leader flag ← FALSE; received ts←∞;
14: end procedure
15: procedure proc initiate()
16: SN ← find; find count ← 0; best epsilon ← ∞; best edge ← φ;LC ← v;TP ← 0;PF ←
FALSE; back edge← φ;TS ←∞;
17: for each e ∈ δ(v) do
18: if SE(e) = branch then
19: send 〈initiate(LC, SN)〉 on e
20: find count← find count+ 1; ⊲ Count the number of 〈initiate〉 that are sent
21: end if
22: end for
23: if SN = find then
24: execute procedure proc test()
25: end if
26: end procedure
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27: Upon receiving 〈initiate(L, S)〉 on edge e
28: SN ← S; find count ← 0; best epsilon ← ∞; best edge ← φ;LC ← L;TP ← 0;PF ←
FALSE; back edge← φ; in branch← e;
29: for each e′ ∈ δ(v) : e′ 6= e do
30: if SE(e′) = branch then
31: send 〈initiate(L, S)〉 on e′
32: find count← find count+ 1; ⊲ Count the number of 〈initiate〉 that are sent
33: end if
34: end for
35: if S = find then
36: execute procedure proc test()
37: end if
38: procedure proc test()
39: test count← 0;
40: for each e ∈ δ(v) do
41: if SE(e) = basic or SE(e) = refind then
42: send 〈test(LC)〉 on e
43: test count← test count+ 1; ⊲ Count the number of 〈test〉 that are sent
44: end if
45: end for
46: end procedure
47: Upon receiving 〈test(L)〉 on edge e
48: if LC = L then
49: send 〈reject〉 on e
50: else
51: send 〈status(CS, dv)〉 on e.
52: end if
53: Upon receiving 〈status(NS, du)〉 on edge e ⊲ u is a node belongs to a neighboring component
54: test count← test count− 1;
55: if CS = active and NS = sleeping then
56: ǫ1 ←
we−dv−dh
2 ;
57: else if CS = active and NS = inactive then
58: ǫ1 ← we − dv − du;
59: else if CS = inactive and NS = sleeping then
60: ǫ1 ← we − dv − dh;
61: else if CS = inactive andNS = inactive then
62: if SE(e) = refind then
63: ǫ1 ← we − dv − du;
64: else
65: ǫ1 ←∞;
66: end if
67: end if
68: if ǫ1 < best epsilon then
69: best epsilon← ǫ1; best edge← e;
70: end if
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71: execute procedure proc report()
72: Upon receiving 〈reject〉 on edge e
73: test count← test count− 1;
74: SE(e)← rejected;
75: if proceed in edge = e then ⊲ The edge e becomes a rejected edge
76: proceed in edge← φ; proceed flag← FALSE;
77: end if
78: execute procedure proc report()
79: procedure proc report()
80: if find count = 0 and test count = 0 then ⊲ Receives responses for each 〈initiate〉 and 〈test〉
81: SN ← found;
82: if dh < dv then
83: dh ← dv;
84: end if
85: if CS = active then
86: TP ← TP + pv ⊲ TP : (Total Prize) of the subtree rooted at v
87: end if
88: if proceed flag = TRUE then
89: PF ← TRUE;
90: if TS > received ts then
91: TS ← received ts; back edge← φ;
92: end if
93: end if
94: if in branch 6= φ then
95: send 〈report(best epsilon, dh, TP, PF, TS)〉 on in branch
96: else
97: execute procedure proc merge or deactivate or proceed()
98: end if
99: end if
100: end procedure
101: Upon receiving 〈report(ǫ1, dk, T, P, temp ts)〉 on edge e
102: find count = find count− 1;
103: if P = TRUE then
104: PF ← TRUE;
105: if TS > temp ts then
106: TS ← temp ts; back edge← e;
107: end if
108: end if
109: if CS = active then
110: TP ← TP + T ;
111: end if
112: if dh < dk then
113: dh ← dk;
114: end if
115: if ǫ1 < best epsilon then
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116: best epsilon← ǫ1; best edge← e;
117: end if
118: execute procedure proc report()
119: procedure proc merge or deactivate or proceed()
120: ǫ1 ← best epsilon
121: if root f lag = FALSE and CS = active then
122: ǫ2 ← TP −W ;
123: if ǫ1 < ǫ2 then
124: best epsilon← ǫ1
125: else
126: best epsilon← ǫ2
127: end if
128: if best epsilon = ǫ2 then
129: CS ← inactive; dv ← dv + ǫ2;W ←W + ǫ2; dh ← dh + ǫ2; labelled flag ← TRUE;
130: deactivate flag ← TRUE; ⊲ deactivate flag is a temporary variable
131: send 〈update info(ǫ2, root f lag, deactivate flag,W, dh)〉 on all e ∈ δ(v) such that
SE(e) = branch
132: execute procedure proc initiate() ⊲ Compute ǫ1 to send 〈proceed〉
133: else ⊲ Start the merge procedure at the leader node
134: if SE(best edge) = branch then
135: send 〈merge(best epsilon, dh)〉 on best edge
136: else
137: send 〈connect(v,W, dv, dh)〉 on best edge;
138: end if
139: end if
140: else if CS = inactive then
141: if (ǫ1 =∞) then
142: if TS =∞ then
143: if v = r then ⊲ Starts of pruning phase at the root node r.
144: for each e ∈ δ(v) do
145: if SE(e) = branch or EPM(e) = TRUE then
146: send 〈prune〉 on e
147: end if
148: if SE(e) = branch then
149: prune msg count← prune msg count+ 1;
150: end if
151: end for
152: end if
153: else ⊲ Start of sending 〈back〉
154: if back edge 6= φ then
155: send 〈back〉 on back edge
156: else if back edge = φ and proceed flag = TRUE then
157: send 〈back〉 on proceed in edge
158: proceed in edge← φ; proceed flag = FALSE;
159: end if
160: end if
161: else if (ǫ1 6=∞) then
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162: send 〈proceed(dh)〉 on best edge
163: if SE(best edge) = basic then
164: EPM(best edge)← TRUE;
165: end if
166: if SE(best edge) = refind then
167: SE(best edge)← basic;
168: end if
169: end if
170: end if
171: end procedure
172: Upon receiving 〈merge(ǫ, dk)〉 on edge e
173: if SE(best edge) = branch then ⊲ Receiving node is an intermediate node
174: send 〈merge(ǫ, dk)〉 on best edge
175: else ⊲ Receiving node is a frontier node
176: send 〈connect(v,W, dv, dk)〉 on best edge;
177: end if
178: Upon receiving 〈back〉 on edge e
179: if back edge 6= φ then
180: send 〈back〉 on back edge
181: else if back edge = φ and proceed flag = TRUE then
182: send 〈back〉 on proceed in edge
183: proceed in edge← φ; proceed flag = FALSE;
184: else if back edge = φ and in branch 6= φ then
185: send 〈back〉 on in branch
186: else
187: execute procedure proc initiate()
188: end if
189: Upon receiving 〈proceed(dk)〉 on edge e
190: if SE(e) = branch and in branch = e then
191: send 〈proceed(dk)〉 on best edge
192: if SE(best edge) = basic then
193: EPM(best edge)← TRUE;
194: end if
195: if SE(best edge) = refind then
196: SE(best edge)← basic;
197: end if
198: else if SE(e) = basic then
199: proceed flag ← TRUE; proceed in edge← e;
200: if CS = sleeping then
201: execute procedure wakeup(dk)
202: else if CS = inactive then
203: if in branch 6= φ then
204: send 〈proceed(dk)〉 on in branch
205: end if
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206: end if
207: else if SE(e) = branch and in branch 6= e then
208: if in branch 6= φ then
209: send 〈proceed(dk)〉 on in branch
210: else ⊲ Receiving node is the leader node
211: execute procedure proc initiate()
212: end if
213: end if
214: procedure wakeup(dk)
215: CS ← active; dv ← dk;W ← dk;
216: if dk > dh then
217: dh ← dk;
218: end if
219: execute procedure proc initiate()
220: end procedure
221: Upon receiving 〈connect(NID,WN, du, dk)〉 on edge e ⊲ WN : Weight of Neighboring component
222: if CS = sleeping then
223: CS ← active; dh ← dk; dv ← dk;W ← dk;
224: ǫ1 ←
we−dv−du
2 ; ǫ2 ← pv −W ;
225: if ǫ1 < ǫ2 then
226: if v > NID then
227: leader flag← TRUE;
228: else
229: leader flag← FALSE;
230: end if
231: dh ← dh + ǫ1; dv ← dv + ǫ1;W ←W +WN + 2 ∗ ǫ1;SE(e)← branch;
232: send 〈accept(leader flag, root f lag,W, dh)〉 on e
233: if leader flag← TRUE then
234: execute procedure proc initiate()
235: end if
236: else ⊲ ǫ1 ≥ ǫ2
237: CS ← inactive;W ←W + ǫ2; dv ← dv + ǫ2; dh ← dk + ǫ2; labelled flag ← TRUE;
238: send 〈refind epsilon〉 on e
239: end if
240: else if CS = inactive then
241: if root f lag = TRUE then
242: leader flag ← TRUE;
243: else
244: CS ← active;
245: if v > NID then
246: leader flag← TRUE;
247: else
248: leader flag← FALSE;
249: end if
250: end if
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251: ǫ1 = we − dv − du;W ←W +WN + ǫ1;
252: dt ← dk + ǫ1; ⊲ dt is a temporary variable
253: if dh < dt then
254: dh ← dt;
255: end if
256: deactivate flag = FALSE; ⊲ deactivate flag is a temporary variable
257: send 〈update info(0, root f lag, deactivate flag,W, dh)〉 on all e
′ ∈ δ(v) : e′ 6= e and
SE(e′) = branch
258: SE(e)← branch;
259: send 〈accept(leader flag, root f lag,W, dh)〉 on e;
260: if (leader flag = TRUE) then
261: execute procedure proc initiate()
262: end if
263: end if
264: Upon receiving 〈refind epsilon〉 on edge e
265: if SE(e) = basic then
266: SE(e)← refind;
267: else
268: if in branch 6= φ then
269: send 〈refind epsilon〉 on in branch
270: else
271: execute procedure proc initiate()
272: end if
273: end if
274: Upon receiving accept(LF,RF, TW, dk) on edge e ⊲ TW : Total Weight
275: SE(e)← branch; root f lag← RF ; dh ← dk; dv ← dv + best epsilon;W ← TW ;
276: if RF = TRUE then
277: CS ← inactive; prize flag = FALSE;
278: else
279: CS ← active;
280: end if
281: if proceed in edge = e and proceed flag = TRUE then
282: proceed in edge← φ; proceed flag ← FALSE;
283: end if
284: deactivate flag = FALSE; ⊲ deactivate flag is a temporary variable
285: send 〈update info(best epsilon, root f lag, deactivate flag, TW, dh)〉 on all e
′ ∈ δ(v) : e′ 6= e
and SE(e′) = branch
286: if LF = FALSE then
287: execute procedure proc initiate()
288: end if
289: Upon receiving 〈update info(EV,RF,DF, TW, dk)〉 on edge e
290: if RF = TRUE andDF = FALSE then
291: CS ← inactive; prize flag← FALSE;
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292: else if RF = FALSE andDF = TRUE then
293: CS ← inactive; labelled flag ← TRUE;
294: else if RF = FALSE andDF = FALSE then
295: CS ← active;
296: end if
297: root f lag← RF ; dh ← dk; dv ← dv + EV ;W ← TW ;
298: send 〈update info(EV,RF,DF, TW, dk)〉 on all e
′ ∈ δ(v) : e′ 6= e and SE(e′) = branch
299: if v = r then ⊲ r is the root node
300: execute procedure proc initiate()
301: end if
302: Upon receiving 〈prune〉 on edge e
303: if root f lag = TRUE then ⊲ Pruning inside the root component
304: if (labelled flag = TRUE) and (SE(e′) = basic for each e′ ∈ δ(v) : e′ 6= e) then
305: prize flag← TRUE; root f lag← FALSE;
306: send 〈backward prune〉 on e
307: SE(e)← basic;
308: else
309: for each e′ ∈ δ(v) : e′ 6= e do
310: if SE(e′) = branch or EPM(e′) = TRUE then
311: send 〈prune〉 on e′
312: if SE(e′) = branch then
313: prune msg count← prune msg count+ 1;
314: end if
315: end if
316: end for
317: end if
318: else ⊲ Pruning inside non-root inactive component
319: for each e′ ∈ δ(v) : e′ 6= e do
320: if SE(e′) = branch or EPM(e′) = TRUE then
321: send 〈prune〉 on e′
322: if SE(e′) = branch then
323: SE(e′)← basic;
324: end if
325: end if
326: end for
327: end if
328: Upon receiving 〈backward prune〉 on edge e
329: prune msg count← prune msg count− 1;SE(e)← basic;
330: if labelled flag = TRUE and prune msg count = 0 then
331: if in branch 6= φ then
332: prize flag← TRUE; root f lag← FALSE;
333: send 〈backward prune〉 on in branch
334: SE(in branch)← basic;
335: end if
336: end if
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